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Opportunity: Clients
Asking for More
Kassouf & Co. started as an accounting firm in 1931, quickly building a loyal client
base of high net worth individuals and physicians with complex tax and planning
needs. From the 1960s onward, clients routinely asked for investment and wealth
management advice. The firm’s steadfast focus on accounting and taxes meant a
lower quality experience for clients who were not getting good advice elsewhere
— and lost revenue for the firm.
In 1999, Kassouf made the decision to officially add wealth management and
investment services. However, the team needed a way to roll out the new offering
without compromising their existing CPA business.

Challenge: Finding the
Right Partner
Kassouf knew that choosing the right partner would be critical for the long-term
success of the initiative.
Because of their reputation for having high net worth clients, the Kassouf team
was courted by several large organizations. The firm evaluated multiple options,
including Merrill Lynch and 1st Global among others. However, they were turned
off by the high fees many firms charged.
Kassouf needed to find a partner that could deliver reliable back office support
at a reasonable price point — while also offering perfect alignment in investing
philosophy, a client-centric focus, and a commitment to technical accuracy.

Partnership and
Collaboration — from
Discovery and Beyond
After a nationwide search, Kassouf came across
Capital Directions and immediately felt a strong
connection with the organization’s investment
philosophy. Capital Directions also shared Kassouf’s
client-centric approach and a commitment to getting
it right.
The teams quickly became intertwined. Dennis
Covington of Capital Directions would travel to
join discovery meetings with Kassouf clients and
help explain the technical aspects of investing
methodology and financial planning. This extended
team approach proved valuable for clients —
and allowed for an easy transition into wealth
management services for Kassouf. There was never
a need for sales pressure because the consultative
approach gave everyone room to do what’s best for
the client.

“After 20 years of working
together, Capital Directions
still joins my team for some
of the more complex client
calls. Their commitment to
our clients’ confidence has
gone above and beyond what
anyone could have expected
from a back office service
provider.”
GERARD KASSOUF, CPA

Growth Across Business
Lines
“We don’t have to maintain a large
staff to manage $300MM in AUM —
because Capital Directions has all
of the right processes and people
in place. Kassouf & Co. could not
grow as fast — or be as profitable
— if we were forced to handle all
that research, administrative, and
compliance work internally.”
GERARD KASSOUF, CPA

In the early years, some professionals on the
Kassouf team expressed a reluctance to add
wealth management services. Their concern? The
risk of potentially dropping service quality for
existing clients due to bandwidth issues.
However, with Capital Directions as a partner,
the firm did not experience any slowdown.
Instead, the team saw double-digit growth over
20 years that continues to this day — without any
compromise on quality across all service offerings.

Commitment to Client
Service Beyond the
Numbers
After 20 years of partnership with Capital Directions, the team at Kassouf & Co.
has successfully enrolled over 80% of their tax clients in wealth management and
financial planning services. Kassouf credits that success to the team’s hard work
— and to the unfailing support they have received from Capital Directions.
“Any technical question or issue that we encounter gets resolved quickly and
efficiently, every time — no matter the client size,” shared Kassouf, noting that
the firm has never lost a tax client due to having added wealth management
complexity.

Perspective: How Other
CPAs Can Succeed
“Any accountant that starts today should think of themselves
as an advisor first. You have to get out of your comfort zone
if you want to do the right thing for the clients and help them
achieve their goals.”
GERARD KASSOUF, CPA

The big challenge for many traditional CPAs is getting comfortable with an
orientation on the future, accepting uncertainty and risk, and learning how to
explain multiple scenarios for what might happen. This transitional focus is easier
to grasp with an experienced partner by your side.
“Our wealth management offering would not have reached its full potential if it
were not for Capital Directions. In the early days, the training we received from
Dennis Covington and his team was crucial to helping us make progress,” shared
Kassouf. He added that annual conferences hosted by Capital Directions continue
to be a tremendous opportunity to learn and connect with a community of likeminded CPAs.

Discover Your Wealth
Management Offering
Curious about adding wealth management services to your
practice? Discover the difference that Capital Directions can
make for your clients and for your firm.
Contact Dennis Covington at 866-237-8881
or dcovington@capdir.com.

